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By Kathryn Maureen O'Rourke

Christian Faith Publishing, Inc, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. Superhero Heart Rescue is a series of four stories that lead children to an understanding of the amazing and loving power of the Holy Spirit in their lives. The series also includes Superhero Parenting: For Anybody Raising Kids, which is a simple but powerful little booklet of strategies and suggestions for parents, along with a new addition for teens, Head to Heart: Fixing Failure, Grief and Anger; Finding Love, Grace, and Mercy. Each of these stories is focused on feelings that children, and now teens, are faced with every day due to circumstances that are prevalent in our society. The content of each story is based on situations that may or may not have been experienced by the reader, but all children will relate to the feelings expressed as they are common to all humanity. At the end of each of the Superhero Heart Rescue stories, children will find a page in the back that lovingly describes the power of God and his son Jesus and how to invite the Holy Spirit into their hearts through a simple prayer. The books also contain two posters...

Reviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is written in simple terms and never difficult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.

-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.

-- Rene Olson